Please welcome....

- Mr and Mrs Rowscope, and their small-minded son... (1)
- The Murr family and their plastic parrot... (2)
- Mr and Mrs Immense and their basic daughter... (3)
  - The Trayshuns with their refined son... (4)
  - The Odicktables and their organised son... (5)

- The Ode family, and their conducting children Dai, Anne and... (1)
- Mr and Mrs Czar and their spaced-out son... (3)
- The Trickle-Charges, and their shocking son... (2)
  - The Tube family, and their experimental daughter... (2)

ALEC  CATH  ELLE  MIKE  PAUL  PERRY  PHIL  POLLY  TESS

And finally, please welcome...

In this puzzle, if you matched up the correct names with their parents, you would end up with a sciency pun. The names of the children are:

Mike Rowscope, Polly Murr, Elle Immense, Phil Trayshun, Perry Odicktable, Cath Ode, Paul Czar, Alec Trickle-Charges, Tess Tube.

Taking the indicated letters spell out one more person to welcome, MOLLY CULE.
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FLOWER